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ABSTRACT 
The Clebsch graph can, as any strongly regular graph, be considered as one of the graphs of a 
symmetric association scheme with two classes. In this paper we show that this scheme is not the 
closure of any non-symmetric association scheme with three classes. 
This implies that no primitive non-symmetric association schemes with three classes on 16 ele- 
ments exist. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Clebsch graph is a graph with 16 vertices. It is strongly regular and so by 
definition this graph and its complement are the graphs of a symmetric 2-class 
association scheme. 
In this paper we investigate whether it is possible to direct the edges of the 
Clebsch graph in such a way that the resulting directed graph is again a (di)- 
graph of an association scheme (this time a non-symmetric 3-class association 
scheme). In the terminology of this paper we try to ‘split’ the Clebsch graph. 
As we shall argue later on in this paper it is feasible, because of parametric 
considerations, that a splitting of the Clebsch graph exists. Despite this feasi- 
bility, however, we show in Section 3 that the Clebsch graph cannot be split. Be- 
fore, in Section 2, a few definitions and preliminary remarks. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
An association scheme with n classes (also called an n-scheme) is defined as 
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a pair (X, R) in which X denotes a finite set with 21 elements and R = 
{Ro,Rl,. . . , R,}, a family of n + 1 binary relations on X such that: 
1. R is a partition of X2 and Ro is the diagonal (equality) relation; 
2. for any i, if Ri E R, then also R;’ = {(y,x) 1 (x, y) E Ri} E R; 
3. for any i, j, k, the numbers pi = ]{z E X 1 (x, z) E Ri, (z, y) E Rj}l are in- 
dependent of the choice of (x, JJ) E Rk; 
4. for any i, j, k, p; = p,f. 
An association scheme (X, R) is called symmetric if all its relations are sym- 
metric, otherwise it is called non-symmetric. 
If (X, R) is an association scheme then (X, {R U R-’ 1 R E R}) is a symmetric 
association scheme, called the symmetric closure of (X, R). 
For a scheme (X, R) the (directed) graphs (X, Ri), for i # 0, are called the 
(directed) graphs of (X, R). An association scheme is called primitive if all its 
(directed) graphs are connected and imprimitive otherwise. 
For the general theory of association schemes we refer to [ 1,2] and for the 
special case of non-symmetric 3-schemes we refer to [3,6,7]. 
From now on in this paper (X, R) denotes a non-symmetric 3-scheme and 
(X, R) its symmetric closure, hence (X, R) is a symmetric 2-scheme. The param- 
eters of (X, R) will be provided with a bar. 
Also we adopt the conventions that for (X, R), R;’ = RI and that while ti = 
{&, i?i, &} we put RI U R2 = &, RJ = &. We denote py2 by vi and py, by Vt 
(they are the (out)-valencies of (X, RI) and (X, Rt), respectively). 
We remark that the parameters of (X,R) are completely determined by the 
triple (w,~i,j~i) and those of (X, R) by the quadruple (‘~,q,p~~,p:~). 
A finite graph is called strongly regular if there exist numbers X and p such that 
any connected pair of vertices has X common neighbours and any pair of not 
connected vertices has /I common neighbours. 
It is well known that (X,Ri) and (X,&) are the graphs of a symmetric 
2-scheme (X, R) if and only if they are complementary strongly regular graphs. 
(X, ii) is primitive if and only if the graphs (X, i?t) and (X, &) are both con- 
nected, hence if and only if 0 < 1-1 < ~1 holds. 
Clearly for (X, R), (X, R ) 1 is a directed graph, of which the strongly regular 
graph (X, i?i) is the underlying graph. The directed graph (X, RI) will be called a 
splitting of the (undirected) graph (X, RI). Equivalently, the 3-scheme (X, R) is 
called a splitting of the a-scheme (X, R). 
In [3,6,7] we found necessary conditions on the parameters of a symmetric 
2-scheme for the existence of a splitting, the so-called feasibility conditions, and 
we produced for w < 81 a list of sets of parameters of primitive symmetric 2- 
schemes (X, R) satisfying these feasibility conditions. For those schemes the 
feasible triple with the smallest w is (w, ~1 ,p !,) = (16,10,6) and it is the only 
feasible triple with w = 16, if one considers only primitive schemes. 
It is well known that a strongly regular graph with v = 16, ~1 = 10 and X = 
p = 6 must be the Clebsch graph, hence the corresponding symmetric 2-scheme 
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(X, R) is uniquely determined (cf. [2,9]). F rom now on in this paper (X, ITi) de- 
notes this symmetric 2-scheme. 
Ifasplittingof(X,R)exists,then(~,wi,p~i,p:i) = (16,5,1,3). 
The Clebsch graph is the graph (X, RI), where 
X = (~1,~2,~3,~4,~5) IXi E GF(2) and 5 Xi = 0 . 
i=l 
If x, y E X then (x, y) E Ri and only if x + y has exactly two coordinates 1. 
We suppose from now on that the elements of X are labeled and ordered as 
follows. 
Xl = (00000), x2 = (llOOO), x3 = (lOlOO), x4 = (lOOlO), 
x5 = (lOOOl), &j = (OllOO), x7 = (ololo), x8 = (olool), 
x9 = (OOllO), xi0 = (OOlOl), xii = (OOOll), xi2 = (llllO), 
x13 = (lllol), x14 = (lloll), -1clj = (lolll), x16 = (01111). 
For later use we introduce now two subgroups, 7 and P, of the automorphism 
group of the Clebsch graph. 
Let for a E X the map r= on X be defined by T,(X) = a + x then these maps 
(a running through X) form a regular group on X, denoted by 7. Furthermore let 
P be the permutation group on X induced by Sym(S), considered as the group of 
all permutation of the coordinates of the elements of X. E.g., the permutation 
(1 2) of the coordinates of the elements of X induces on X the permutation 
(x3 x6)(x4 x7)(% x8)(% x16). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let Di be the adjacency matrix of the Clebsch graph and 02 that of its com- 
plement then is easily seen (cf. [4,6, S]), that for the existence of a splitting of the 
Clebsch graph there must exist two matrices Di and 02 of order 16 with entries 0 
and 1 such that 
1. D2 = Dl’, 
2. i$ = D, + D2, 
3. &(D1 - D2) = -2(Dl - D2), 
4. (Dl - D2)(D1 - D2)T = 101 - 20, + 202, 
where Z denotes the identity matrix of order 16. If D1 and D2 existed then ob- 
viously Di is the adjacency matrix of (X, Ri). As we shall show, however, such 
matrices D1 and 02 cannot exist and so the Clebsch graph cannot be split into a 
di-graph of a non-symmetric 3-scheme. 
In order to check these four conditions we introduce now some special nota- 
tions. 
l The (x, y)-entry of D1 + 02 is denoted by d+(x, y), 
l The (x, y)-entry of D1 - 02 is denoted by d-(x, y), 
l The y-th column of D1 - 02 is denoted by d-(y). 
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(Hence the entries of d - ( y) are d - (x, y) where x runs through X.) Note that 
(1) d-(x,y) = ’ if d+(x, y) = 0 51 if d+(x,y) = 1. 
We consider the numbers d ~ (x, y) as unknowns from the set (0, +I, -l}. 
Now we try to construct matrices Di and 02 which satisfy the conditions 1 to 4 
given earlier. Since I + fii + 02 is the all-one matrix it holds that &(DI - 02) = 
D1 - Dz. (Here the use of 02 is more convenient because there are more entries 0 
in the matrix & than there are in & .) 
Hence to get information on the (non)-existence of (X, R) we have to solve 
equations of the form 
(2) &d-(xi) = d-(xi) 
where the entries d -(xj, xi) of d ~ (xi) satisfy (1). The set of solutions of (2) under 
these restrictions is denoted by Di. 
We start solving the equation (2) for i = 1. If we put d, = d-(xi,xl) (1 5 i < 
16) then dl = d12 = d13 = d14 = dls = d16 = 0 and di E {fl, -1) otherwise. 
From equation (2) with i = 1 and using this ‘shorthand notation’ we get the 
following set of equations in the unknowns d2 to dll, after reduction to the ca- 
nonical echelon form. 
It appears that liDi 1 = 12. In the table 1 one can find the six solutions di E D1 
with d2 = + 1. The other six can be found by multiplication with - 1. For typo- 
graphical reasons we use + and - instead of + 1 and - 1, respectively. 
Table 1. The six solutions in D1 with dz = +I. 
dl d2 4 & ds 4 dl d2 d3 d4 ds de 
000000 4 
++++++ do 
f-f___ 41 
-+---+ 42 
--++- 43 
-+-+__ 44 
f---+- 4s 
_ ~ + - - + 46 
-++++ 
ff--++ 
++++-- 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
000000 
4 -4 -4o -dll = 0 
d3 -dT -ds -41 = o 
d4 fd7 +ds +dll = 0 
ds +da +dlo +d,, = o 
ds +d7 fdg +d, +dlo +dll = 0 
Using the permutation groups P and I on X, introduced in Section 2, we define 
the following matrices: if ~7 E Sym(5) then the permutation matrix representing 
the corresponding permutation of X in P is denoted by P, and we denote the 
permutation matrix corresponding to TV, E 7 by 7;. 
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LemmaA. WehaveiQ = {zdld~ D,}. 
Proof. T& 7;’ = 02 holds and therefore X;:d+(x,) = d+(xi). If d E Di then 
&d = d and so (7;& Ti’)(Td) = cd, yielding &(7;:d) = Kd. But this easily 
implies Zd E Q. Since Ti is invertible, this implies Lemma A. 0 
Lemma B. For every solution di E D$ there is a o E Sym(5) such that P,d; = dl. 
Proof. We have PC1 2)d2 = dl, PC2 3)d3 = dl, PC3 2 ljd4 = dl, PC1 qds = dl, 
P(S43)&=dl,P (, 5 4 3)( -dl) = dl. But this proves Lemma B. q 
As a consequence of Lemma B we may, without loss of generality, choose so- 
lution dl for the first column d-(x,) of Di - &. This solution can be found in 
table 2 in column la. 
Any set Di can, by Lemma A, be found from the set Di. First we consider lE2. 
Since D1 - 02 must be skew-symmetric, one finds 
(3) d-(x,,q) = -d-(x2,x1) = -1, 
necessarily. This fixes d-(x,) in one place and fixes the sign of this vector as well. 
In table 2 one finds in the columns 2a to 2f the solutions in D2 satisfying (3). 
In the same way one can find in the columns 3a to 3f the solutions in D3 
satisfying d-(x,, x3) = -d-(x3,x1) = -1. The inner product of any column 2i 
(i E {a, b, c, d, e, f }) with la has to be -2, because (xi, x2) E Ri, and so the 
columns 2d and 2f remain as compatible ones. In the same way we find that only 
the columns 3b and 3e remain. Then we apply the rule d-(x3, x2) = -d-(x2, x3) 
leaving only the combinations (la, 2d, 3b) and (la, 2f, 3e) as possible combina- 
tions. But for neither combination the inner product of the second and the third 
column has the right value: since (x2, x3) E RI, the inner product has to be -2, 
too. This implies the main theorem. 
Main theorem. There exists no non-symmetric 3-scheme which has (X,R) as its 
symmetric closure. 
Since a non-symmetric 3-scheme is primitive if and only if its symmetric clo- 
sure is primitive the main theorem has the following consequence. 
Corollary. There exist no primitive non-symmetric -?-schemes on 16 elements. 
There exist imprimitive non-symmetric on 16 elements, however. In [5, 
Example 5.131 we discussed one and in a coming paper we shall determine all 
imprimitive non-symmetric 3-schemes on 16 elements. 
Table 2. The possible first, second and third columns of D1 - Dz. 
la 2a 2b 2c 2d 2e 2f 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e 3f 
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 
-1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 
-1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 
-1 -1 fl -1 +1 +1 +1 
+1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 
-1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
+1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
0 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 
0 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
+1 +l +1 +1 -1 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
+1 -1 -1 fl +1 +1 
-1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 
-1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
fl +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 
fl -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
+1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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